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Badoo is the place to date with honest people . In a society that profits on our self-doubt, Badoo is the place 
where it pays to be the real, unapologetic you. We fight the ambiguity of modern dating with an authentic, 

unfiltered conversation. We believe real connection is born from being honest in who you are and what you really 
want. Badoo isn t just a dating app, it s a social network that allows you to meet new people. Whether that s to 
make a match and find a partner, or chat to people and find friends close by. All we ask is that you be honest 

about what you re looking for. Check out our features 09.08.2019 0183 32 Badoo is a free online network 
platform with the main focus on dating that can be used within laptop and mobile devices. The design of the app 
can be considered more useful and accessible for phones rather than laptops. 09.09.2019 0183 32 Badoo app is 
one of the biggest dating platforms and social media network that is currently growing. They call themselves 

social discovery media and stand by this definition. With more than 350 million messages sent every day, the app 
is your chance to roll into exciting conversations and find a date to move on with the new meetup. 

Приложениями Badoo и Bumble пользуются миллионы людей по всему миру, и мы стремимся доставлять 
им новую функциональность как можно быстрее. 22.02.2021 0183 32 Started as a Facebook gaming app, but 

as a dating app has been downloaded over 400 million times, worldwide. Badoo has 60 million active users. 
Services around 190 countries, but is mostly popular in South American and European countries. 4.6 20.01.2021 
0183 32 Badoo is an expeditiously growing online dating service, which offers dating services through a website 
and an app. This peculiar app was designed as a social network to connect people, and it s also a dating site you 

would be right if you called it a hybrid. Is Badoo the best dating site app Badoo is amongst the best dating sites in 
the world. It is a delightful combination of an online adult dating website and a social networking website for 

adults. Can I unmatch a Badoo member Unlatching on Badoo is possible. When users play games such as 
Encounters and Places Nearby, they get matched by the website.
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